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ABSTRACT
The study based on radical constructivism seeks to identify Semester Two Accounting Courses students’ meaning of ogive. Data for this study include verbal and non-verbal information gathered from three students of Semester Two Accounting Courses in clinical interview sessions. The research participants have identified four
processes performed on the basic elements to produce an ogive. In addition, five categories of products used by
research participants to describe the ogive were identified.
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1. Introduction
Statistics is an important course for most streams at the post-secondary level in higher education institutions. For
the Diploma in Accountancy program, statistics is a compulsory course which is made as a condition for graduation [1].
This study is related to statistical learning in post-secondary education. Issues that often arise in statistical
learning in post-secondary education relate to student conception of statistics [2-6], the strategies used by students in learning statistics [7-10], and the technology used in the learning of statistics [11-13].
This study focused on accounting diploma students’ meaning of ogive. Meaning of ogive is important because
it is a complex matter that requires detailed analysis and it can improve thinking and learning statistics. Further,
the meaning of ogive cannot be transferred from the thinking of teachers to thinking of students in perfect shape,
but the meaning of the ogive is constructed by the students on their own experiences.
So far, the current research in statistical learning in the West focused on several aspects such as conception
and understanding of students on some specific aspects of statistics [2,14-17], the strategies used in teaching statistics [7,11], the use of technology in teaching statistics [13], and the difficulties and mistakes of students in
learning statistical concepts [18].
Current studies in statistical learning in Malaysia have focused more on the relationship between attitudes and
beliefs towards mathematics and statistics [19] and studies on the relationship between ethnic group, gender,
trait self-efficacy and effort with the attainment of statistics for the Malay and Chinese undergraduate students
[20]. Although there are many studies in the West and a few in Malaysia on statistics by students of higher institution, none have covered the meaning of ogive. The focus of the studies included the mental images or representations of students of sampling, mean, frequency distribution, standard deviation, probability and histogram; there were no studies on the meaning of an ogive.
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1.1. Theoretical Background
This study is based on two basic principles [21]. First, knowledge is actively constructed by the students. Second,
the reality owned by an individual is a reality built by himself or herself, and it depends on the quality of action
and operational schemes of individuals [21].
According to [21-23], there are five assumptions in the radical constructivism of learning ogive: the reality of
the ogive to each student is an integral part of the construction of their thinking; knowledge of the ogive is constructed for each student based on his or her experience; knowledge of the ogive is derived from sensory-motor
activities and its basic building block is a particular schema; the schema forms mental activity used by students
as material for the reflection and abstraction process; and, each intellectual action is built in a progressive manner based on the previous and more primitive cognitive structure.
Based on the above assumptions, for this study, the clinical interview is deemed sufficient to answer the basic
questions as described in this study. The clinical interview method consists of observation, questioning and
evaluation. This method allows researchers to identify the meaning of the ogive owned by students [21].

1.2. Objectives and Research Question
This study aimed at identifying meaning of the ogive held by diploma in accounting students at Institute of
Higher Education. Basic questions to be focused in this study are: what is the meaning of the ogive of the Diploma in Accounting students, and what methods are used by students to represent the ogive?

2. Methodology
Data for this study were gathered through a clinical interview. The term clinical refers to direct observation of
behaviour displayed by the participants while they are solving certain problems in the context of one to one [24].
Participant behaviour observed involved both verbal and nonverbal behaviour. Clinical interviews enable researchers to identify students’ meaning and representations on ogive from the student’s perspective.
Three research participants for this study, namely Husin, Shazila, and Ali were selected from second semester
accounting diploma students. In the course titled introduction to statistics, students are exposed to the topic of
statistics during the second semester. Research participants were chosen from the second semester to allow for
the scope of the second research question since the ogive is only taught during the second semester. In this activity, research participants were asked to describe the basic elements of the ogive and the process that relate to
the formation of the ogive. Then, the participants were asked to give their product of the ogive when the basic
elements and the processes were done.

3. Findings
This section discusses the findings in three parts, namely the basic elements held by the research participants to
form an ogive, the process to form the ogive, and the product used to symbolize the ogive.

3.1. Meaning of an Ogive
In general, there are three basic elements to produce an ogive given by the three participants of this study, the
information, a statement, or problem basis, and data.
Husin explained that “ogive can be interpreted in the value or price of a thing and doing calculations”. He
added, “ogive allows one knows a thing or accumulated value of a thing of a common thing”.
Husin explained basic element to produce ogive is information, statement or problem basis. He gave several
examples of information such as the number of the population, a country race, gender, economic, and crime
rates. Further, he stated the other basic elements are samples and sample defines as “a certain number of population studies to be made”. He said two factors are used to produce ogive. He cited two factors, namely the laborers and salaries. Possibility in this case, he had a sense that the information is in the form of non-cumulative data
since he gave his opinion without forming table.
Husin explained other basic things that are used to produce ogive is data. He used two types of data, namely
in the form of figures and words. He said the figure is the “number of examples” and sample data in the form of
the word is “an excuse”. He gave the example of the Malaysian population by race, gender, and religion. To give
an example of data in numerical form, he formed a frequency table with two columns containing a compilation
of words and numbers. He labeled first column with the word “goods” which contained the word car and motor.
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He labelled second column with the words “number of producers” and a collection of numbers.
Husin explained that three processes are performed on the basic element to produce an ogive, which define
keywords, marking points, and connect all points freely.
Husin explained that the process is done on the basis of keywords statements assign to two factors for the
problem being studied. Husin explained that two factors are identified in the data were to be used in the ogive.
He said two factors were used to represent the x and y-axis on an ogive. He cited example of the rate of accident
on the road. He added that the two factors of the problem is the “type of vehicle” and “kind of way” then, he
changed the factors that were the “number of road accidents” and “type of vehicle”. He stated that “the number
of road accidents” is used to represent the y-axis and “type of vehicle” for the x-axis. According to him, the data
in the table will be used directly after the factors used for the x-axis and y-axis is determined. He mentioned that
the cumulative frequency ogive was a graph.
Husin said he continues to use the data in the table to mark the point on the ogive and form a curve shaped
like the letter S starting from the origin. He said, “for the ogive, curve starts from the origin and has an upward
curve and eventually dropped a little”. In general, Husin focused on the shape of the ogive as an independently
connected curve like the letter S starting from the origin. Although he used frequency and not the cumulative
frequency to represent the y-axis, he used the idea of the ogive shape to connect all the dots without taking into
account the actual shape of the graph.
Husin explained that a product of an ogive will be produced after all the basic elements are connected independently starting from the origin, with graph shaped like the letter S. He described the drawings by saying
“ogive is a cumulative frequency graph”.
Shazila mentioned a few elements and used diagrams as a basis for producing ogive. She explained the basic
element to produce data for the ogive is used to represent the x-axis and y-axis.
Shazila expressed data in the form of accumulated data, the frequency table without class intervals and frequency table with class intervals used to produce ogive. When asked the meaning of the table, she said “table
contains data that can be used to create graphs”.
Shazila explained that frequency tables without a class interval contain two things that are used to represent
the x-axis and y-axis as “the number of people who play” and “kind of game”.
Shazila explained that the data collected can be in the form of cumulative frequency of the class interval. The
schedule consists of four columns. The first column is labeled with the letter x and the word “number of students”, the second column with the letter f and “kind of game”, the third column with the letter F and the “cumulative frequency”, and the fourth column the words “boundaries”. The first column of numbers in the form of
a collection of class interval where the initial upper limit of the class interval were re-used as the lower limit of
the next class interval, while another column, a collection of numbers.
Shazila explained that five processes are performed on the basic elements to produce an ogive such as calculate the cumulative frequency; calculate the upper boundary; determine the scale and axis; mark the points, and
connect the dots.
Shazila explained the process performed on the data in the table. First, she calculated the cumulative frequency and the upper boundary. Shazila explained that cumulative frequency is used for the y-axis of the ogive.
According to her, the letter f is used to represent the frequency and a letter F for cumulative frequency. She used
a frequency table with class intervals to illustrate how to calculate cumulative frequency, which is by adding a
frequency with the previous frequency.
Shazila clarified that the boundaries are calculated based on classes interval written in the first column. Next,
she wrote in the fourth column with numbers derived from the upper limit of the class interval as the upper
boundary for the class. According to her, the set of numbers in a column of cumulative frequencies will be used
to represent the y-axis and the collection of numbers in the column on the boundaries is used to represent the
x-axis. She stated the x coordinate represents the “upper boundaries” and y coordinates represent the “cumulative frequency” is used to mark the point on the ogive. When I asked again how to calculate the boundaries, she
said that for the class interval 1 - 5, the boundaries is 5.5, which is to add 0.5 to the upper limit of the class and
for the class interval 5 - 10, the boundaries is 10.5, by adding 0.5 to 10. Shazila stated that for the class interval 1
- 5, the boundaries is 5.5, i.e. by adding 0.5 to the upper limit of the class and for the class interval 5 - 10, the
boundaries is 10.5, by adding 0.5 to 10.
Shazila explained that the next step is to draw the ogive to produce the x-axis and y-axis. When I asked what
method she used to determine the scale, she said she was not sure the way the selection of an appropriate scale.
She said, “estimation method is used to determine the scale as long as the scale can accommodate both axis of
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the graph paper”. Shazila chose scale using estimation and do not have a specific way to determine the scale.
Shazila stated x-axis is labelled with the word “enrolment” and the y-axis is labelled with the word “cumulative frequency” after drawing both axes. She expressed the x-axis is represented by the upper boundary, but in
her actions, she labelled x-axis with the words “number of students”.
Shazila explained that the point marked on the graph paper by using the small cross. She stated coordinate x
represents the upper limit and the y coordinates represents the cumulative frequency. Although, she said the
boundary was used to represent the x-axis, and the cumulative frequency to represent the y-axis, but in her actions, she used a pair of coordinates to represent the upper limit for the x-axis and y-axis is represented by the
cumulative frequency to mark a point on the ogive. After finished marking all points, she connected all points
independently to produce an ogive. She did not write the headline for the ogive.
Overall, Shazila have different views about what represents the x-axis, the method of calculating the upper
boundary, the coordinates used to mark the point, writing headlines, and determine the appropriate scale for the
ogive graph. In the context of a mental picture, she stated that the boundaries are used to represent the x-axis, but
she does not show how to calculate them, instead she used the data directly in the first column in the schedule to
represent the x-axis, while in the context of the meaning of ogive, in the beginning, she used the limit above the
upper boundaries, but when I asked again how to calculate the boundaries, she said the boundaries are obtained
by adding 0.5 to the upper limit. Apparently, her views on how to calculate the upper boundary are different.
Shazila view about the x-axis to represent the ogive is different in the context of mental representation and
meaning of ogive because in the context of meaning of ogive, she stated that the upper boundaries are used to
represent the x-axis on an ogive, but in the action she used the upper limit, that is the data in the first column of
the frequency table to represent the x-axis.
In making sense of the ogive, Shazila stated that the basic elements to produce ogive, the process is done on
the basis elements, and the products produced after all the basic elements to be done on the ogive.
Shazila explained that the products produced after all the basic elements being done by drawing a graph
shaped like the letter S which were connected independently starting from the origin. He described his sketches
by stating that “ogive is a graph that has the shape of an upward and downward”.
Ali mentioned the basic element that was used to produce ogive was data. He said data is information derived
from the studies made. He used the example of the collected data as the basis for producing the element of an
ogive.
Ali used the collected data as the basis for producing the element of an ogive. He stated an example of the data was the “price” and “quantity”. He said, “price” is used to represent the y-axis and “quantity” to the x-axis.
Next, in his actions, he drew ogive based on the data set to mark a few points and connect the points independently to obtain a curve. He sketched two tables, which are horizontal or vertical and pie charts by using the
example of “car number” and the number of users. According to him, the data given in the table will be used directly to produce ogive. He added, “car number” is used to represent the x-axis and “number of users” on the
y-axis. Further, he stated that no additional process performed on the given data to produce ogive. Possibilities
in this regard, he noted the boundaries with no cumulative frequency are calculated from the given data.
Ali said three possible processes to produce an ogive, which were: determines the axis, marking the points,
and connect the dots independently.
Ali explained that the details of the data will be used to produce an ogive. He stated that the process is done
by using the given data sample to draw the ogive. In action, he used “number of users” to represent the y-axis
and “number of cars” for the x-axis. Ali said “number of users” is used to represent the y-axis and “number of
cars” for the x-axis. He stated there was nothing to be done to the data to produce ogive. In this case, I wanted to
see if he was counting on the boundary and cumulative frequency, but he said the data is used directly, the “total
score” is used to represent the y-axis and “number of cars” for the x-axis.
Ali explained that the point marked with x coordinates represents “number of cars” and y coordinates
represent the “number of users” and all points were connected independently. Ali explained that the data was
used to draw the graphs directly. He said, “number of users” is used to represent the y-axis and “number of cars”
for the x-axis. In action, he marked the points with x coordinates represents “number of cars” and y coordinates
represent the “number of users”. According to him, all the points are connected independently, that is without
using a ruler. He explained that “the ruler-shaped graph will be sharp, but an ogive must be shaped like the letter
S with the sharp-shaped”.
Overall, the outlook of an ogive done by Ali was slightly but not significantly different in verbal, he said
ogive is a graph shaped like the letter S, but graphically, when in action, he did not get a graph shaped like the
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letter S from the data granted, he said ogive graph does not necessarily like the letter S and depends on the given
data. Then, when I ask “what is the ogive?”, In his actions, he was drawing a graph on graph paper that is
shaped like the letter S that starts from the origin. Apparently, there is a possibility he could not think of a relevant data or he could not figure out the process that must be done on the data to produce the ogive at the time I
asked that question.
Ali said the products produced after all the basic elements being done by drawing a graph shaped like the letter S which is connected independently starting from the origin. She described her sketches by stating that
“ogive is a graph like the letter S and contains data”.

3.2. Summary
The focus of this section is to discuss the findings about meaning of the ogive formed by the participants of the
study and the implications of this research to teaching.
In making sense of the ogive, the participants of this study indicate the basic elements to produce ogive,
process that is done to the basic elements to produce ogive, and a product of all executed process.
Process performed on the basis of things to produce an ogive expressed by the participants of this study involves four categories. The first category for which the process is done on the basis elements to produce an
ogive is the first process involves the calculation of cumulative frequency and the upper limit. Process performed on the basis elements to produce an ogive expressed by the participants of this study for the second category involves the first process is the calculation of cumulative frequency and the upper boundary. Process performed on the basic elements to produce an ogive expressed by the participants of this study for the third category involves the first process is the calculation of cumulative frequency and the centre point. The fourth category of processes performed on the basic elements to produce an ogive expressed by participants in the study
involves the determination of the first two factors to represent the x and y axis.
The first category for which the process is done on the basic elements to produce an ogive was to calculate the
cumulative frequency, the upper limit, mark points using coordinate (lower limit, cumulative frequency), and
connect the dots with a ruler.
The second category of processes performed on the basis elements to produce an ogive were to calculate the
cumulative frequency, the upper boundary, determine the scale by using the estimation methods, mark points
using coordinate pair (upper boundary, cumulative frequency), and connect the dots independently.
The third category of processes performed on the basic elements to produce an ogive were to calculate cumulative frequency, midpoint, determine the x and y axis, mark points using coordinate pair (midpoint cumulative
frequency), and connect the dots independently.
The fourth category of processes performed on the basic elements to produce two factors involved in determining the ogive was to represent the x and y axis, mark points using coordinate pairs (in which frequency was
used to represent the x-axis), and connect the dots independently.
Products produced after all the processes were done on the basic elements to generate the ogive involved five
categories; the letter S-shaped graph sketch with the points connected independently starting from the origin;
letter S-shaped graph which was connected with a ruler; graph of a letter S-shaped; graph of a reverse letter
S-shaped, and the bell-shaped graph.

4. Conclusion
As a result of interaction with the participants of this study, I found that the meaning of the ogive to each student
is an integral part of the construction of their thinking; knowledge of the ogive is constructed for each student
based on his or her experience; knowledge of the ogive is derived from sensory-motor activities and its basic
building block is a particular schema; the schema forms mental activity used by students as material for the reflection and abstraction process; and, each intellectual action is built in a progressive manner based on the previous and more primitive cognitive structures.
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